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THE RABBI AS CAREGIVER:
A CLINICAL MODEL*
Some years ago, Baruch Silverstein presented a paper, "The Rabbi's

Dilemma,"! at a rabbinic conference, in which he analyzed the
predicament of the modern American rabbi. He noted that with the

restoration of the rabbi to the "classic role as the all-knowing answer
man" has come the awesome responsibility to explain the tragic
episodes of modern Jewish history from the Holocaust to Kiryat

Shemonah.2 He argued that so much of the pain of the rabbinic
experience today is in being called upon to provide answers to
questions for which we have none.
While I do not discount the "dilemma" as presented by Silverstein, it pales before a more common and ongoing challenge to the
rabbinic role as answer man, that of the everyday tragedy in the life

of the congregation and its member families. Indeed, the urgency of a
meaningful response to people in crises weighs heavily on the head of
a rabbi. More immediate than the need to explain the evils of Jewish

history, he feels it his duty and his call to be a caregiver to those he
has come to care for in their time of need.
I have a feeling of dread time and time again when I am called

upon to help. Sitting with parents in the bedroom of their twenty-one
year-old daughter who lay dead in the bed after a long battle with

cancer, intervening with a family whose daughter suddenly came
home from college and admitted to a drug problem, offering support
to a mother who gave birth to a stillborn infant-the situations are
legion. In some way they arise every time someone dies, every time
some new diagnosis is pronounced, every time life's circumstances

change for people for whom I feel a responsibility. A part of me
*A paper presented at the regional rabbinic conference of Yeshiva University, Cherry lIil,
N.J., December 1986.
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wants to run away. A part of me wants to escape into a functional
role, simply performing the duties, with care, but not getting too

close. And yet, there is a greater part of me that wants to make a
leader and healer, if only I

difference, that wants to be a spiritual

could get beyond the fear, if only i knew what to do.

There is little doubt that people sense the discomfort of the
rabbi. They understand his good intentions, yet his difficulty, in
being significant beyond the sympathetic word. They read his
insecurities and his doubts, and often they simply look elsewhere for

the spiritual and emotional help they require or bury the problems
within. I remember Jan, a young married woman of an assimilated
family background who married the doctor son of a Holocaust

survivor in my community. Two years after her wedding she confided
to me with pain that her in-laws had coached her for three hours

prior to her pre-marital visit with me so that she would say the "right
things. "

I suspect that "dressing up" for the rabbi is done as much to
protect the rabbi as to safeguard the family secrets. The family in

question, while discussing with me in some detail the qualms they
had about their future daughter-in-law, could not allow me real entry
into the ongoing struggle or give me the chance to intervene in a
helping way. Perhaps they went to a social worker or consulted a
family therapist. But people no doubt regularly sec the problem as
overwhelming for a rabbi and decide to leave him alone. It is one
thing to share the problems with someone who can make a difference; while one may be compromised and made vulnerable in the

process, the help received would make it worthwhile. But it is still
another to lose face with no gain. Often the rabbi and congregant are
happy to "talk around" a difficult situation rather than share the
emotional suffering and stress that each is experiencing.
In a real way there is a dance being enacted between the rabbi
and his congregant, as much amusing as sad. The rabbi enters a
hospital room. He asks Jack how he is doing. Jack answers appropriately. The rabbi spends some time with Jack discussing the business
of the shul, matters of family and the like. Both Jack and the rabbi
compliment each other, a funny story is told and with good wishes
for Jack, the rabbi departs. No doubt a fairly typical pastoral visit.

But take a second look at that visit. Jack has real concerns about

the implications of his illness. He is often afraid of the ruture. He
feels vulnerable. He is worried. He cannot tell his wife or family lest
he cause additional upset for the ones he loves. He feels the need to
be strong for their sakes, but he also needs to let go of the emotional
suffering and stress he is carrying. Yet to whom'! Suddenly the rabbi
enters and asks Jack how he is doing. Jack has a decision to make.
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"How should I respond'!" he thinks. "What is the rabbi prepared to
hear'! What can I trust him with? How invested in me is he willing to

be? Will he understand'!" Jack answers, "Okay," and goes on to
describe the situation in a rather detached and clinical manner. The

die has been cast. The rabbi then makes the next move, to persist or

not to persist, to probe or not to probe. He suspects that there is
more to Jack's story than he is letting on; he senses the strain. But
more often than not, the rabbi takes Jack's cue and leaves well

enough alone. The visit proceeds along the path a mile wide but an
inch deep. Jack and the rabbi protect each other as they protect

themselves. At one level nothing much has happened; at another a
great coverup has been executed.

II

What would it mean for a rabbi to become an effective caregiver?
Would he need a masters degree in social work or a doctorate in
clinical psychology? The answer to both those questions is clearly in
the negative. Not only is the M.S.W. or Ph.D. unnecessary, to some
extent it is unhelpfuL. For the rabbi to be a caregiver he needs to act
out of his rolc as rabbi and to bring along the spiritual and

theological insights that are unique to his area of expertise. Edwin

Friedman has already pointed to the special position of clergy
inasmuch as we become part of the family of our congregations.3
Paul Pruyser, in his The Minister as Diagnostician, decries the

clergy's surrender of terminology and approach unique to the faith

community in favor of the psychological model.4 We do not have to
go elsewhere, to other disciplines, to find a model for caregiving. It is
very much within our own traditions that the words, the method and
the authority can be found.

What are the ingredients necessary for being an effective
caregiver within the role of rabbi? For me this question has led to
several years of training in clinical pastoral education. I have read a
small but eye-opening portion of the vast literature of pastoral care,
and have participated in didactics on method and content of clerical

intervention. I have worked under the careful eye of a supervisor who

regularly critiqued my efforts in congregant-patientj rabbi interac-

tions. Having come through the process, I can now affirm the
important and unparalleled place of the ni bbi as part of the healing
team. Moreover, I am keenly aware of the model for caregiving into

which the rabbi needs to fit for the congregant-patientj rabbi interaction to be successfuL. It is a model very different from the one out of
which the rabbi normally operates.
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II
Ask a rabbi to define his role in one word and most will use the word
"teacher." After all, "teacher, mentor, master" are all at the core of
the Hebrew word rav or rebbe. As teachers we are forever guiding

and leading others. It is important to note that in a teacher-student

relationship there exists an implicit distance and polarity. For
effective learning to happen, the two cannot be one. There needs to
be a dialogue. While it is necessary to understand the student and his
needs in the modality of teacher, the rabbi must project an otherness
and a separation. This is not so in the rabbi's capacity as caregiver.

Here, both the role as teacher and its concomitant calling for distance
are inoperative.

Imitatio dei, a universal ethic of Judaism, has added consequence for the rabbi. After all, he is the person charged with

ret1ecting God's teaching and God's ways to his community. Our
Sages understood the prophet's challenge, "For the priest's lips

should keep knowledge and they should seek the law at his mouth;
for he is the messenger of the Lord of hosts" (Malachi 2:7), as
requiring spiritual excellence of the rabbi worthy of instructing

others (Hagiga 15b). With regard to the teaching of Torah, the
Talmud tells us that rabbis must do so without seeking compensation. Employing the lesson of the Divine, the requirement is, "J ust as
I taught for nothing, so shall you teach for nothing" (Nedarim 37a).

What does imitatio dei have to say to the rabbi as caregiver?
God is a healer, a sayiour, a redeemer, a protector and more. To

attempt to play the role of God for our families in crises and rescue
them from their predicaments might be tempting, but it would most
often be unsuccessfuL. How do you save someone from a malignant
brain tumor? How do you resurrect a dead spouse? While surely in

some way a rabbi is called upon to imitate the way of God, its
expression cannot be understood as a charge to bring about God-like
changes in the circumstances of life. We are not asked to play God
but to follow His ways.
Sometimes in response to crises we feel responsible to answer
for God, to explain the reasons why. Harold Kushner, in his When
Bad Things Happen to Good People, challenges the universal need to
come to God's defense.5 While I do not accept the thesis of Kushner's

work, I do find his criticism of the common attitude appropriate.
God does not require our interpretation. The only justification I can
see for an explanation of the why's of life is for the benefit of the
sufferer, as a move towards healing and reclaimed wholeness.

Imitatio dei, the model of the call to hesed, is in no way achieved
through apologetics, no matter how profound or even how true.
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If God's ways are not to be imitated by saving a life and if
excuse-making is not called for, what then is a rabbi's obligation?

The answer is found in the ninety-first Psalm, where God is
envisioned as protector and redeemer, provider and savior, listener

and empath. While the first expressions of providence are impressive,

it is not from the first pairings but from the last that our work of
caregiving takes its cue: "When he calls upon me, I will answer him; I
will be with him in trouble." God listens to those struggling with the
hurt of life. The affirmation of this Divine blessing is found

throughout scriptural literature. "The Lord is near to all who call
upon him" is at the core of our commitment to prayer. It ,is not that
God always protects but that He is always present. "Yea, though I
walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil for

Thou art with me." Death may be imminent, but it loses its terrifying
dimension because God is present.
What is the nature of God's presence as evidenced in our

tradition? "I am with him," says God in Psalm 91. "You stand with
me," says the Psalmist in Psalm 23. God's presence is clearly

evidenced as an empathic one, feeling, as it were, our pain and
suffering. The rabbinic tradition speaks often of the mystical theme
that when Israel sustains periods of aftiction God's own Shekhina

experiences similar sensations of hurt. God is not apart from us; He
is near and close and identified with us in our time of trouble. In that
presence, independent of relief of our symptoms, we feel secure and
uplifted. We call this empathy, that is, being with someone in his
predicament. Emp¡ithy is the most important single component of
effective caregiving. It is at the core of imitatio dei.
Empathy is at the center of the loving act; I suspect it is the real
meaning of "And thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself" (Leviticus
19: 18). Moreover, as an imperative, it challenges us to hesed in the

form of imitatio dei, its purest expression.

The empathic response is more than the depth of caring as
expressed from one person to another. When present, it reflects the
presence of God as welL. I can remember leaving a hospital room
after a visit. The private-duty nurse whom I had known from other
cases followed me out. Stopping me before I got far from the room,
she said she needed to tell me something. "I just want you to know
that whenever you enter a room you don't go in alone," she said.

Sometime later, I rather proudly shared her statement with a
skeptical M.S.W. friend of mine. "God has nothing to do with it," he
said. "It's just your listening presence she is sensing." In truth, both
the nurse and my M.S.W. friend were right. The empathic response
allows for an interaction in which a spiritual aura is present. When
the rabbi as caregiver dies to himself in order to be there for the other
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person, he allows the other to feel

loved not only by the rabbi but by

the Divine.

Empathy is the work of the rabbinic caregiver, and work and
discipline are necessary to become empathic. For the work to be
accomplished, the rabbi must surrender the role of teacher with the
implicit distance between himself and the student as discussed above.

Instead, he must be willing to become a partner with the person
requiring the care. He must be prepared to make himself fully
available to the person's conditions and circumstances. There is no
room to be judgmental. The rabbi and the congregant-patient are
one, sharing in the congregant-patient's process.

As many of us have come to learn in our own spiritual quest,
nullification is a difficult business. While hitbattelut is the way to
God, it requires enormous discipline. Getting oneself out of the way
is a painful struggle; it requires a thorough knowledge of oneself and
an understanding of one's own needs and issues. The same kind of
hitbattelut is necessary for the empathic encounter in caregiving. For
it to occur, the rabbi needs to be knowing of himself. He needs to

work at getting himself out of the way so as to be fully open to the
other; he needs to be willing to be vulnerable, to be of the sort for
whom people do not need to dress up. Indeed, they expect him to be
naked for them.
When responding empathetically, one does not come in with
answers. The fear of not knowing what to say dissolves. Whatever
preparation is appropriate is connected to an inner rcadiness to

receive rather than to formulate ready-made solutions. The person
being cared for and the caregiver will find a way. No agenda is
predetermined. That, too, takes courage. And yet, the rabbi is freed
in the awareness that he need only be present. He need not supply
anything but a listening ear and a knowing heart.

Being empathic is not an all-or-nothing proposition. It is
expressed in degrees according to the skills of the caregiver and his
frame of mind. To the extent that empathy exists in the encounter,
the rabbi will experience a concomitant openness in the congregantpatient. The degree of empathy will also affect the capacity of the
encounter to facilitate change in the congrcgant-patient.6 Most

importantly, the more empathic the response the more the love and

presence of God will be felt, with all the healing of the spirit
associated with that.

iv
Having outlined the model for the rabbi as caregiver, the remaining
issue is how to bring the model to life. The importance of addressing
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the practical side of the topic is more than simply to meet the
frustration phenomena commonly experienced by the rabbi and
described earlier in this paper.

People of faith need the response of faith to their life's
predicament. It is not enough for Scott Peck, Rollo May and Erich
Fromm to address their problem; they need to know what their rabbi
has to say. N or is it enough for the rabbi to theologize on guilt, anger,
God's love, evil, life, death, or sin. Theology is good from the pulpit,
not at the bedside.

Jcwish family service organizations simply cannot do it alL. Men

and women with a sensitivity to religion have the right to expect a
religious response, if not a religious answer, to their life's circum-

stances. The rabbi must be the respondent of faith even as the doctor
is the respondent of science and the social worker or psychologist is
the respondent of mental health to the life issues which confront us.

In the remaining section of this paper I will nesh out briefly a
number of proposals which, if implemented, will help the rabbi to
fcel able as a caregiver and will insure that the Jewish community

receivcs the spiritual care it both needs and deserves. And while the
proposals may appear bold, none is unfounded. Each has already
been proven useful and cffective in another faith community.
I) Any effort intended to affect quality caregiving requires

education. We should take note of the policy at major non-Jewish
seminaries that require their divinity students to take an internship in
pastoral care. Students work in a hospital or nursing home setting,
functioning as chaplains, while being supervised and while receiving
instruction in the art of religious caregiving. The action-reflection

model is used to foster the student's understanding of both his work
and his self in caring for others. The centers designated for training
are established under the auspices of the Association for Clinical

Pastoral Education, which sets both the standards and the guidelines
for the program.
I feci it of enormous importance that our own rabbinical

students experience a similar internship as part of the requirements
for semikha. After all, the precedcnt for shimush is well-established.
No one argues the benefit of a hands-on experience for the rabbi-tobe in hilkhot gittin, niddah, and terefot. Text learning, even for the
most imaginative students, is simply not sufficient to meet the call to
practical decision-making in these areas. Human problems are no
different. Goòd intentions and theoretical knowledge alone will not

do; supervised clinical training is necessary. The model for such a
program is already in place. Its implementation requires adaptation
and resolve.
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2) This clinical experience should not be limited to students
preparing for the rabbinate. While an internship for a summer might
be too much to ask for a pulpit rabbi already in the field, possibilities

exist for establishing programs which include clinical training and
which allow for a more limited investment of time. The purpose of
the proposed experience is not to train rabbis for chaplaincy, but
rather to give them greater skills ~t doing the chaplaincy work which
they are already called upon to do in their own congregations.

Through the process of skill-building and sclf-renection, the rabbi's
confidence in caregiving is enhanced and the congregation benefits in

the quality of its spiritual care.
3) However, a clinical training experience as described above
cannot do it alL. How do we as rabbis respond to marital discord,
homosexuality, parent-child connict, alcoholism, and other prob-

lems, when they occur in our congregations? More than crisis
intervention is asked of us. The problems mentioned have long-term
implications. Empathy is fine as far as it goes; but these situations, if
they are to be remedied, require more. They require a counseling

relationship. And such a relationship often requires different professional intervention.
Therefore, it is very important that the rabbi know how to make

a referral and to whom to refer. l\ 0 one should minimize the
significance of this role; it can make all the difference in the world
between healing and lingering disfunction. In order to perform his
responsibilities well, the rabbi will have to know how to diagnose. To

expect every rabbi to be skilled in this area is as naive as to expect
every rabbi to be so skilled in medical ethics or gittin. Rabbis have
always rclied on other rabbis with greater expertise in areas in which
they are less knowledgeable. ~ot surprisingly, then, resource rabbis
must be available for each cluster of Jewish communities so as to
serve as specialists for consultation and guidance in making diagnoses and referrals. The combined effort of the sensitivity gained

through the clinical training of the rabbi, and the presence nearby of
rabbinic experts in pastoral care and counseling as support, will
guarantee, as closely as possible, that religious caregiving will be

offered in a responsible and effective manner, even in the most
complex of circumstances.

v
If I write with a passion it is because these matters are extremely
important to me. To the extent that I have known religious experi-

ences at all, many have come in the intimacy shared with a
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congregant-patient in the empathic encounter. Each visit with a
hospital patient or home-bound congregant, each counseling session,
presents an opportunity for the rabbi to sense the holy. Intuitively we

know that. Our communities, our congregations, our very selves
would be best served if we trusted our intuitions and began to take
caregiving more seriously. While the call to clinical training may
emerge out of the need of both the rabbi and his congregation, the

blessings of pursuing the process in education and practice extend
beyond meeting the need. Meaningful and empathic caregiving will

further bring God's presence into the fabric of our life. It will help
make us truly a kehila kedosha.
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